EVERY DEGREE MATTERS

DON'T LET HIGH

T
E
M
P
S
RUIN YOUR

BIG DAY

SAY “I DO” WITH PORTACOOL
When Tim and Lee Allport renewed their vows in June 2015, they knew they would need
something to provide their guests relief from the relentless Florida heat. They found their answer
in Portacool portable evaporative coolers.
Here are a few of their comments:
As a Florida girl myself I was worried that I
was going to absolutely melt at an outdoor
wedding in June. I was pleasantly surprised
to not only not melt – but to be comfortable
the entire time thanks to the Portacool.
They were unobtrusive and super quiet. As
someone looking to plan my own wedding
soon, I am excited to have options for an
outdoor wedding – even in the summertime!
- Lynsey

I’m a Florida girl and the heat and me “go way
back”. It was so nice to have somewhere to
go to cool off where I didn’t miss out on the
action. And, yes, I knew RIGHT where to be
during the reception. They say “no parking on
the dance floor,” but I may have broken that
rule just a tad. It was too fun not to!
- Kelly

I will use this thing constantly. My husband, Tim just used it to do yard work
over the weekend. We offer it to our elderly neighbor when he works in his
yard.
- Lee
The couple used four Portacool Cyclone™ 3200 evaporative coolers, which cool approximately 700
square feet each. Unlike a fan that simply moves hot, stagnant air around, Portacool evaporative
coolers actually cool the air. The American-made products require a standard electrical outlet
and tap water to provide cooling comfort. Depending on your ambient temperature and humidity
levels, they can provide as much as to a 30 degree temperature drop.
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